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There was a magic kingdom, once upon a time.

The King and Queen were happy and life was very fine.

Their palace had big gardens with pretty flowers and trees,

and lakes and streams and rivers and butterflies and bees!
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Where are you, Sleeping Beauty?

Are you here at all?

Your Prince is here to find you.

Can you hear his call?

Where are you, Sleeping Beauty?

Are you here somewhere?

Your Prince is here to find you.

He’s here now, so, prepare!

Where are you, Sleeping Beauty?

Are you somewhere near?

Your Prince is here to find you.

There’s nothing more to fear!
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for pages 22 — 29

Look at the pictures and read the sentences. Then, circle the

correct words to fill in the gaps.

G

0 She is .................................................... the stairs.

a climbing b burning

1 She is .................................................... the room.

a getting ready b looking around

2 He is .................................................... for something.

a shining b searching

3 He is .................................................... his friend..

a saving b leaving

4 He is .................................................... home.

a hurrying b wishing

5 She is .................................................... her hair.

a freezing b drying

climbing



Look and read. Choose the correct words and write them on the

lines. There is one extra word.

H

0 This is what comes out of your eye when you cry. ......................................

1 This is the daughter of a king. ......................................

2 There are five of these on each hand. ......................................

3 This is what you get when someone asks you to 

go to a party. ......................................

4 This is the time between afternoon and night. ......................................

5 This is what you have when you are rich. ......................................

6 This is a tall part of a castle. ......................................

a tear
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